Soppy Sophs Take Title; Movers to Meet Midgets

By MILTON NIRKEN
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The Soppy Sophs, led by Linda Ulbrich, easily triumphed over the Miss Fits to win the Women's Basketball title. The Soph offense couldn't be stopped, especially since the Miss Fits' star aggressive guard — Lorita Holst — was out with the flu.

The Sophs rolled up 23 while the Miss Fits were held to 14 by the outstanding defensive play of Sue and Dianne Wooten and Judy Norris. Linda Ulbrich led all scoring with 12 while Sandy Smith had 8 for the losers.

Movers Move Wee Winos
Last week the Men's Basketball playoffs began. In the Game of the Week, the Movers defeated the Wee Winos 41-30. In the first quarter, the Winos drew first blood as Tom Broad connected on a 3 point play. But the sharpshooting Movers soon gained the lead and never lost it as Walter Moore and Johnny Bourg continually found the range with long shots. The first quarter ended with the Movers holding a one point advantage over the Winos.

Led by Bourg and his deadly jump shot and Moore's ball-hawking, the Movers easily gained a 10 point lead over the Winos in the second quarter. The Winos were cold and the Movers took advantage of the lag in scoring.

Still Ahead
In the third quarter, the Winos again found the range as Broad and Neal Marcus continually hit from all corners of the court.
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However, Larry Stewart and Charles Pollard began to connect for the Movers and the end of the quarter saw the Movers still ahead by 10.

Early in the fourth quarter, the Winos lost their playmaker as David Hamilton fouled out. Although Broad frequently scored for the Winos, the Movers were able to maintain their lead behind the scoring of Moore. The final score was 41-30—Movers.

Moore Outstanding

The high point man for the game was Bourg with 17, while Broad hit 15. Walter Moore ended up with 12, but was by far the game’s most outstanding player.

In other action, the Midgets, led by Terry Koonce, defeated the Geologists 36-24 and then went on to defeat Skid Row 44-39. The Movers mauled the Kelly-less Dunkers 61-48 as Moore and Bourg again found their range.

The Movers will meet the Midgets for the championship this week.